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A steeply-inclined trajectory for the Chicxulub impact



Impact at Chicxulub 
caused a mass 
extinction 66 Myr ago

 Widely accepted the 
extinction of the dinosaurs 
was caused by the 
Chicxulub impact

 But why did this impact 
cause an extinction when 
other large impacts did not?

 Chemistry of the target 
rocks was important

 Need modelling of the 
impact to constrain the size 
of the asteroid 
 How likely to reoccur?Credit: OpenStax CNX 



Rachmaninoff Crater, 
Mercury, 290 km dia.

Lowell Crater, Mars, 
202 km dia.

Meitner Crater, Venus, 
149 km dia.

Chicxulub is only peak 
ring crater on Earth, but 

we look to other planets 
for comparisons

Schrödinger Crater, 
Moon, 326 km dia.

Kring et al. (2016) 
Nature Comms, 13161



Environmental consequences sensitive to impact direction and angle

Artemieva & Morgan (2017) 
GRL, 44: 10.1002/2017GL074879

Pierazzo and Melosh (2000) Icarus, 145, 252–261 



Geophysical 
character is not 
symmetrical. 
This asymmetry may 
indicate the 
impactor trajectory

Collins et al., (2020) Nat. Commun. 1480.

Morgan et al. (2000) EPSL 183: 347-354



iSALE3D shock physics code used to simulate Chicxulub

Crust: Granite EoS; strength
(Pierazzo et al., 1997, Collins et 
al., 2004) 

Mantle: Dunite EoS; strength 
(Benz et al., 1989, Ivanov 2005)
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 3D finite-difference shock physics code (Elbeshausen et al., 2009; Amsden & Ruppel 1981)

 Run on single node on DiRAC DIaL (Data Intensive at Leicester)
 Highest resolution 3D simulations of full complex crater formation and collapse
 Challenging to account for very different timescales

 Initial shockwave takes seconds, full crater formation takes 10’s minutes

Tracers track sediments




Asymmetry caused by 60° impact




Asymmetry caused by 60° impact



Deepest part of cavity is uprange of crater centre



Floor uplift has downrange component



Mantle uplift is uprange of crater centre



Central uplift maximum occurs downrange



Greater collapse of central uplift uprange



Peak ring offset downrange; mantle uplift offset uprange



Asymmetry caused by 30° impact




Asymmetry caused by 30° impact



Downrange provenance of mantle uplift



Floor uplift has a downrange component



Mantle uplift is downrange of crater centre



Central uplift maximum occurs downrange



Greater collapse of central uplift uprange



Peak ring and mantle uplift both offset downrange



3D simulations suggest steep impact from north east

~60˚ 

Collins et al., (2020) Nat. Commun. 1480.



Summary

 Peak-ring formation in oblique impact similar to vertical impact 
scenario

 Central uplift asymmetries suggest Chicxulub was a steep angle 
(45–60°) impact (from the NE?) 

 Several lines of evidence rule out a low-angle impact, 
consistent with symmetric distribution of ejecta
(Morgan et al., 2006; Artemieva & Morgan, 2009; Bermúdez et al., 2016)

 Most efficient angle for releasing CO2, sulphur and aerosols: 
worst-case scenario for dinosaurs

 How can we do better than the dinosaurs and mitigate 
against a future impact?



Lu and Love, Nature, 2005 

Gravity Tractor

Image Credit: Hardy

Nuclear explosion

Image Credit: NASA

Kinetic impactor

Source: NRC Report on NEO Hazard



NASA’s DART mission to determine amount of deflection possible

NASA/Johns Hopkins APL




Magnitude of deflection sensitive to target properties

• Strength, porosity, friction all important – unknown until after the impact

• Studied these a lot with 2D models (i.e. normal incidence angle)

• Real DART impact will be oblique – effect of impact angle not yet explored



iSALE3D on DiRAC can simulate oblique impact and ejection processes
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